THE inspiration

Whatever inspires you, we have every personality covered!

Classic, bold, traditional or contemporary – our blinds, curtains, shutters and awnings are available in a huge range of the latest colours and designs to suit every personality, every style. Coordinate or contrast to create a truly individual look – a designer fashion statement for your home.
THE journey

Kresta is Australia’s first name in quality window coverings; the only name you need to know for blinds, curtains, shutters and awnings.

The largest window coverings retailer in Australia and New Zealand, the Kresta Group has been in the business for over 40 years.

Our manufacturer-direct prices ensure you always get the most competitive deal possible – compare the quality of other brands, then compare the price. You won’t believe the savings with Kresta!

From our huge range to our factory direct prices, there are so many reasons to choose Kresta for your home.

- Australia’s largest retailer of window coverings
- Quality guaranteed
- Extensive range
- Factory direct prices
- Professional, in-home service
- Proudly Australian
- Kresta covers more windows than anyone else in Australia
Houses need finishing touches to become homes, and you can find everything you need to superbly finish yours at any of Kresta’s impressive showrooms.

Browse through hundreds of beautiful blinds, curtains, shutters, awnings, fabrics and accessories with an experienced Kresta consultant by your side to guide you.

Selecting window treatments for an existing or new home can be overwhelming, and there are major benefits in being able to touch, see and use any new technology available to determine how it might work for you at home.

For extra convenience, once you’ve had your initial in-store consultation, a consultant can visit you at home with everything you need to make your final decision. They can even advise you on what type of window fitting is going to give your home the specific look that you’re after, whether that’s on-trend modern, Hamptons style or something more romantic with a classic edge.

What could be easier than that? And if you are building a new home, Kresta welcomes you to bring in your house plans so that they can advise on what type of window fitting will work best.

When it comes to window fittings, Kresta’s showrooms are your one-stop-shop.

**Joel’s Experience**

My experience with Kresta has been nothing short of exceptional! From my initial email through the website, the first contact over the phone, our in home measure followed by two hours in the showroom and then their willingness to help with my last minute changes have all exceeded expectations. The installation went perfectly and the actual curtains and blinds are as good as what we saw in the showroom.

*Joel C. from Queensland*
THE innovation

Make life easier with Kresta...

Whether it’s keeping your family safe, contributing to a sustainable future or controlling your window coverings with the touch of a button – Kresta innovation has you covered!

MOTORISATION

Kresta’s innovative range of motorised blinds and curtains are designed to make life easy. Your window coverings can be opened and closed at the touch of a button, and the remote control means you don’t even have to get out of your chair! Timer operated systems let you set and forget, so your blinds will open and close automatically, while integrating them into your home’s smart wiring allows automated operation whether you’re home or not. Automation and innovation – Kresta’s motorised blinds and curtains will enhance your everyday lifestyle!

INVESTING IN YOUR FAMILY AND FUTURE

At Kresta, we’ve invested in products that not only take care of you, but also the environment. Our range of cellular blinds, for instance, don’t just look great, they’re designed to be energy efficient, with insulation properties that help keep your home warm in winter and cool in summer. Our timber venetian blinds are manufactured using a sustainable timber source, or alternatively, choose the environmentally friendly PVC Alycore shutters. Whichever you choose, you can be sure that when you invest in a Kresta product, you’re making a sound investment in a more sustainable future for Australia!

CHILD SAFETY

There is nothing more important to Kresta than the safety of its customers, particularly babies and young children. Kresta is especially mindful of the issues of child safety when it comes to window coverings. The pull cords, chains and bead cords are a potential hazard to young children who may become entangled in them. Kresta complies with all window covering legislation and supplies safety devices that limit or remove access to cords or chains, giving you complete peace of mind. Kresta’s unique SafeTrak® range eliminates the need for potentially dangerous cords and chains in your home. This helps create a safer environment for children and pets.

We support & supply Child Safe Blinds & Curtains

Can’t completely avoid the cords? Here are Kresta’s hot tips for keeping your windows child safe:

• Keep babies’ cots well away from windows and ensure that all blind and curtain cords are out of reach.
• Don’t place furniture next to windows where possible – toddlers love climbing!
• A tension device (either a chain tensioner or cleat) can be anchored to the wall or floor so that young children cannot play with cords or put them around their neck.

Fast Facts Legend

Follow our Fast Facts on each page of this brochure to see which innovative features our products have to offer.

M Motorisation available
CS Child safe
LF Light filtering
RD Room darkening
EE High energy efficiency
SA Sound absorption
KB Suitable for kitchens & bathrooms
C Custom-made to fit
Kresta’s cellular blinds are a modern, energy efficient solution for any style home.

Highly versatile, functional and good looking, these simple yet elegant blinds can help save money on your heating and cooling bills, thanks to their excellent insulation properties that help to maintain a constant room temperature.

Custom made to fit most windows, cellular blinds are available in a range of fashionable colours and fabrics, from light filtering to room darkening. They are also available with optional motorised controls.

**SINGLE CELL / DOUBLE CELL**

Unique honeycomb-shaped cells trap air, providing extra insulation that helps keep a more constant indoor temperature. Homes are warmer in winter, cooler in summer, saving both money and energy.

**DOUBLE VIEW**

Kresta’s double view cellular blinds give you the choice of light filtering or room darkening all in one blind. This means you can choose to gently filter light coming in or darken the room to reduce heat and light.

**Fast Facts**

- Motorisation available
- Double Cells can block up to 62% of heat transfer through windows
- Excellent environmental and insulation qualities to help reduce energy bills
- Wide range of fashion fabrics and colours
- Light filtering through to room darkening
- Available in Single Cell, Double Cell, Doubleview, Top Down Bottom Up, Cordless and Wand Cordless options
vertical BLINDS

Create the mood with the touch of a wand... control your level of privacy and regulate the amount of light in your room.

Kresta vertical blinds are well-suited to both casual and formal areas of your home, and are particularly popular with sliding glass doors and large windows. As for the look – just use your imagination! Decorator colours, textures and plain designs, translucent, dim-out and room darkening fabrics – the choice is endless. Add height and personality to your room by creating a totally co-ordinated look with Kresta’s huge range of pelmets, valances and side drapes.

SAFETRACK®

Available with all vertical blinds, SafeTrak® is Kresta’s unique single-wand system that not only makes your blinds look more attractive, but also makes them safer around young children and pets.

Fast Facts

- Jacquard textured fabrics with colour co-ordinated backing are now available
- Complete control over the angle and amount of privacy and light
- Adds height to any room
- A huge selection of patterned or plain fabrics
- Available in translucent, dim-out and room darkening fabrics
- Co-ordinating side drapes
- Child-friendly SafeTrak® system
Good looking, practical and affordable, roller blinds perfectly complement any type of window.

There isn’t a room in your home that couldn’t benefit from the sleek, attractive appearance of a Kresta roller blind. Make a bold fashion statement or harmonise blinds with your decor. A huge range of colours and styles are available to choose from. Different fabrics suit different needs, from those that gently filter light through to room darkening fabrics. There’s a Kresta roller blind to suit every situation and every budget.

**SIDEWINDERS**

Functional sidewinder roller blinds utilise a chain control, for smooth and easy operation.

**Fast Facts**

- Choose your light control, from filtered light to room darkening
- Especially designed to withstand Australia’s harsh climate
- Huge selection of colours and designs
- Co-ordinate with curtains, pelmets, valances and swags and tails
- Choose motorised control or sidewinder chain system
- A range of trims to choose from
- Available in the Screen Essential fabric range

**TRIMS & ACCESSORIES**

Complete the look of your roller blind with a selection of attractive trims and bottom rails.
**doubleview™ roller BLINDS**

DoubleView™ combines the benefits of two roller blinds on the one bracket – one sheer or translucent blind, the other a partial blockout or room darkening blind. Each blind is controlled separately, either with its own sidewinder mechanism or motorised option. So you have twice the control over light and views! Enjoy the flexibility of soft diffused light during the day, partial dim out, or room darkening for nighttime privacy.

**Fast Facts**

- Two roller blinds in one
- Flexibility of individual sheer and a room darkening blind
- Twice the control of light, privacy and views
- Functional sidewinder operation
- Motorisation also available

---

**sheerview™ roller BLINDS**

Enjoy the benefits of natural daylight in your home with SheerView, the blind that allows you to see out without being seen. The unique sheer sunscreen fabric is designed to eliminate glare, reflect UV rays and diffuse light, while providing excellent daytime visibility. SheerView roller blinds come in a range of stylish and contemporary colours.

**Fast Facts**

- Views remain clear
- Soft, diffused light
- See out without being seen during daylight
- Motorisation available
- Enjoy natural light while keeping out harsh heat and glare
inspirational designs
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Timber venetian blinds are ideal for both formal and casual living spaces, and come in a range of attractive finishes. Enjoy the flexibility of soft diffused light during the day or partial blockout for a more significant reduction of light with added privacy and darkness.

**Fast Facts**

- Easy to control light and privacy
- Excellent sound absorption qualities
- Wide range of finishes including stains and painted
- Custom-made to suit any size window or door panel insert
- Motorised option available for select venetian products

---

The timeless style and natural warmth of timber looks great in any room, as well as adding real value to your home.

---

**timber venetian BLINDS**

Natural beauty
PVC venetian BLINDS

Kresta’s PVC blinds are as stylish and aesthetically pleasing as the real thing.

PVC venetian blinds have the added double bonus of superb durability and affordability. Available in a range of plain and woodgrain finishes, they look as good as real timber but are especially suited to wet areas like kitchens, laundries and bathrooms because they won’t absorb moisture.

Fast Facts

- Available in 50mm and 63mm slats
- Durable and affordable
- Ideal for kitchens, bathrooms and laundries
- Easy to clean
- Available in a range of plain or woodgrain finishes
easy-touch venetian BLINDS

Sleek and strong, the streamlined aluminium look adds a classy metallic finish and truly contemporary touch to any room in your home.

Kresta's new Easy-Touch Cordless Aluminium Venetians offer smooth, one-touch operation and no unsightly cords, creating a clean, uncluttered designer look. The clear handle makes lifting a breeze – just a simple flick – while also keeping your blinds clean. Tilting the slats takes just a quick twist of the bottom rail.

- Durable and stylish 25mm aluminium slats
- Colour coordinated head and bottom rails
- Customised to fit most window sizes
- Child-safe for peace of mind
- Cordless, Easy-Touch operation
- Increase privacy and security
- Control amount and angle of light entering the room

Fast Facts

| CS | RD | RB | C |

ventex® fabric venetian BLINDS

Decorating is a dream with Ventex®. A whole world of possibilities for your windows opens up with these custom-made fabric blinds that combine all the advantages of roller, pleated and venetian blinds.

Soft yet strong, Ventex® is made from 100% polyester yarn. A huge selection of beautiful colours, prints and designs is available to help create a total designer look for your home.

**HUGE RANGE OF COLOURS**
Creating a designer look for your home is easy when you choose Ventex® fabric venetians. The choice is limited only by your imagination.

**MADE FROM 100% POLYESTER YARN**
Kresta uses only first grade polyester yarn that is woven and manufactured into unique translucent fabric slats that are strong yet soft; practical yet elegant.

- Made from strong, 100% polyester yarn
- Reinforced rod to provide rigidity and elasticity
- Acrylic coating provides a protective anti-static finish, minimising dust
- Custom-made to fit most windows

Fast Facts

| CS | LF | RD | C |
**roman BLINDS**

Roman Blinds offer an elegant, sophisticated look for any room.

These blinds draw clear of your windows by day and offer increased privacy when drawn at night. Choose from Californian, Sorrento or Kimono options to suit your decor.

**CALIFORNIAN BLINDS**

Californian Blinds are roman blinds with battens over flat fabric, so the fabric does not lose its pattern. A modern interpretation style, they add a calm serenity to your living spaces. Available in bright, strong colours, or soft and natural tones to suit any decor.

**SORRENTO BLINDS**

Sorrento Blinds are a Roman Blind made from a select range of fabrics with a wooden/PVC batten at the back. Their casual simplicity allows them to fit easily into any setting.

**KIMONO BLINDS**

Kimono Blinds are Roman Blinds with fabric covered battens at the front of the blind, so the fabric pattern is seen around the join. An ancient oriental-style blind made from a selection of fabrics that are capable of maintaining structural integrity without an additional lining.

**Fast Facts**

- Provide a clear view when fully open mounted above window
- Total privacy when drawn
- Neat, simple lines to suit any décor
- Large range of fabrics
- Motorisation available
Innovative Kresta Shade Blinds add a touch of elegance and sophistication to your home, while allowing you total control over your level of light and privacy to create the perfect ambience. Available in four beautiful designs and a range of colours and fabrics that will enhance any style of décor.

**Fast Facts**

- Total control over light and privacy
- Unique chain control
- Modern colour palette
- Colour coordinated cassette and cord
- Excellent insulation qualities
harmony

A stylish venetian blind that gives you total control over your level of light and privacy. Regulate the level of soft diffused light you allow in, creating a mood to suit every time of day. Vary the angle of the slats, and you can see out without being seen. When privacy is not an issue, enjoy a clear outlook – Harmony’s unique chain control system not only lets you control the angle of the horizontal panels, but also retracts the blind completely into its stylishly designed cassette system. Available in a range of modern colours.

illusion

Enjoy full views and soft diffused light, without compromising your privacy. Enjoy a variety of light and privacy control options, thanks to the colour coordinated panels that overlap; in the closed (overlapping) position they diffuse all incoming light, when the opaque vanes are overlapped, light is filtered into the room through the sheer fabric sections.

An innovatively designed chain control allows you to determine the level of light diffusion, with the horizontal panels retracting into a sleek cassette for unobstructed views. Choose from a range of sophisticated neutrals to add a designer finish to your windows.

shangri-la

Shangri-La takes the venetian blind to a whole new level, offering a modern, elegant concept to a traditional look. The translucent sheer fabric-wrapped panels let in a diffused light, softening the view outside, while the chain control system is designed to let you have total control over the angle of light and level of privacy. Hidden cord holes have the smallest light gaps, providing even further security and light control. Shangri-La also offers excellent insulation qualities against heat, cold and sound.

Fabric panels are available in a range of contemporary fashion colours.

sofitel

This innovative new blind takes light diffusion and room darkening to a whole new level. The alternate solid and sheer panels wrapped in colour coordinated fabric offer perfect control over your light and privacy levels, with unobstructed views by day and greater darkening at night.

The stylishly designed colour coordinated head box allows the bottom rail to almost fully retract into its cassette housing, providing a clear outlook when fully open. A handy sidewinder control ensures ease of use.
sheerfold™ BLINDS

The latest and most beautiful way to dress your windows.

These window coverings combine the elegance of drapes with the practicality of vertical blinds. The solid louvres are draped in a soft fabric and offer control over light and privacy.

SHEERFOLD™
The translucent fabric drapes of Sheerfold™ have easily controlled louvres that rotate to allow in differing levels of soft diffused light, or they can be closed for increased privacy.

panel BLINDS

Innovative and versatile, Kresta’s Panel Blinds are perfect as a screen for large windows or doors. A practical and stylish choice, they are particularly effective in informal areas, offering a simple, natural look.

RELAXED STYLE
Panel blinds add a relaxed style to large windows, sliding and bi-fold doors. Tall vertical panels stack neatly to the side of the window for unobstructed views, and glide effortlessly closed for night-time privacy.

Fast Facts
- Ideal for sliding and bi-fold doors
- Stylish, individual appearance
- Effortless operation
- Simply opened and closed by pulling along the wand
- Also available for centre opening

Fast Facts
- Dry-cleanable fabric
- Elegance of sheer drapes with maximum control over light and privacy
- Available in a decorative selection of fabrics
- Optional designer valance

Ultimate innovation

Size matters
Curtains and drapes have the dramatic ability to transform any room.

The choice of styles available, from elegant and formal through to pretty and casual, means curtains can suit any home – new or old, traditional or contemporary. The vast selection of fabrics available – in decorator colours, designs, prints, florals and abstracts – can be easily co-ordinated with Kresta’s range of blinds, accessories and soft furnishings.

**SHEER CURTAINS**
Sheer curtains add a dimension of softness and romance to your décor, gently diffusing the natural daylight coming into a room while still offering a level of privacy. Ideal for living rooms or bedrooms, they can also be teamed with blockout curtains for an extra level of darkness and privacy at night – an ultimately practical and beautiful window covering solution.

**PELMETS, SWAGS & TAILS AND VALANCES**
Complete your curtains with practical and stylish padded box pelmets or elegant valances. Swags and tails add another dimension to curtains in more formal areas, while matching or contrasting tie-backs help keep your curtains neatly tied back during the day.

**TRACKS & POLES**
Antique, retro, casual, formal, simple or decorative – Kresta’s tracks and poles are designed to enhance your choice of curtains.

### Fast Facts

- Curtains create the illusion of height to any size room
- Can be tied back neatly during the day
- Team with swags and tails, pelmets and tie-backs for a classic look
- Huge range of fabrics to choose from
- Motorisation available
Enhance the style of your home with Kresta’s new generation of Alycore Plus PVC Shutters.

Practical and beautiful, Kresta’s Alycore Plus Shutters offer customers a combination of performance, style and versatility unlike any other window covering.

The Alycone Plus PVC Shutter has a unique co-extruded internal aluminium core that reinforces the structure of the shutter. Advanced technologies mean Kresta is able to produce wide PVC panels at 900mm, and the baked-on waterborne paint finish contributes to the formation of a beautiful and elegant shutter that is durable against chips, cracks and warping. These distinctive features come together to establish a shutter that is maintenance-free, practical and stylish.
NOT JUST A WINDOW TREATMENT, THEY’RE A WINDOW SOLUTION

Kresta Alycore Plus PVC Shutters are more than just a practical window covering; they also offer a classic, timeless look that enhances any style of home and lifestyle.

Boasting a 20 Year Platinum Warranty, Alycore Plus PVC Shutters have aluminium cores with UV inhibitors and will not absorb moisture, delaminate, split, crack, are impervious to damp and easy to clean, making them perfect for kitchens and bathrooms.

As well as being an excellent way to control privacy and airflow in your home, Alycore Plus PVC Shutters provide insulation against light and noise, are low maintenance, allergy-free and easy to use.

ENDLESS OPTIONS

Individually designed and manufactured to suit your home, all Kresta shutters can be made to suit most sizes or shapes of any window or door. The simple, effective design looks at home in any environment. Available in a wide range of finishes, Alycore Plus PVC shutters will add style, prestige and value to your home.

Fast Facts

- Excellent control of light and airflow
- Privacy and insulation
- Low maintenance, allergy free
- Hinged, sliding or bi-folding available
- Suitable for wet areas
- Durable against chips, cracks and warping
- Unique aluminium re-inforced core to the structure of the shutter
- 900mm PVC panel width
- Available in customised shapes
- Certified fire retardant
- Moisture resistant
- No lead additives
- Stylish, elegant and versatile window solution
Your home, your views

Enjoy year-round outdoor living with Kresta’s stunning new range of Custom Made Designer European Awnings. Providing the ultimate shade solution, and protection from the weather, you can transform the look of any outdoor area.

Whether you want privacy, shade, security or all of the above, Kresta’s range of outdoor blinds offer the perfect solution to the harsh Australian climate.

Awnings are a great way to add living space to your home while protecting it from the elements. Kresta’s new range of Custom Made Designer European Awnings are versatile enough to suit many applications, from protecting a small balcony or doorway to keeping the weather off a large crowd or providing branded awnings for commercial premises.

From colourful plains or stunning stripes in quality acrylic canvas, blockout or sun screen fabric – Kresta has a huge range of designer fabrics to choose from.

Durable, practical, stylish and ultimately functional, Kresta will change the way you view your outdoors.
australia

With its simple construction, durability and dependability, the Australia awning is ideal for a larger terrace. The strong square steel beam offers freedom and flexibility in its positioning and the added bonus of easy-installation, even in the toughest of spaces. Available in a huge range of fabric designs, the central support offers excellent fabric tension with overlapping arms for larger spaces.

casablanca

Boasting built-in weather sensors, together with electric control, the Casablanca is a perfect cassette-style awning perfect for large terraces. The wide fabric awnings are equipped with a roller tube support, ensuring the fabric is evenly tightened and always looks good, while special gaskets placed in the cassette further protect the fabric from weather conditions.

Strong and durable, with the option of electric or manual operation, these easy-to-use awnings offer the ultimate in functionality.

corsica

Specifically designed to shade modern terraces, the Corsica comes with the potential to install inbuilt LED lighting. Shading your home from harsh sunlight, the aesthetically pleasing design serves as an integrated decorative element that will not only extend, but highlight the look of your home. Boasting an easy-to-use electric operation, together with a strong and durable extruded aluminium construction, the Corsica is available in a huge range of fabric designs.

italia

Viva Italia! This window and balcony awning is ideal for shading and protecting window niches, shop windows, balconies, terraces and verandas. Boasting a strong and durable, lightweight construction, the drop arms are equipped to survive the toughest weather conditions. Available in a huge range of fabric designs, the Italia offers easy installation, even in the toughest of positions.
custom made awnings

Make the most of your outdoors spaces with quality Custom Made Awnings from Kresta. Choose the style to suit your lifestyle with amazing options that create security and privacy for your home.

Exterior blinds protect your home by blocking the sun before it hits your windows. Your home stays cooler and furnishings are kept safe from damaging ultraviolet rays, all while maintaining your outlook and giving you ultimate control over your privacy.

fixed guide AWNING

Fixed Guide Awnings are the perfect outdoor awning for homes with high, hard to reach windows. Even better, the awnings can be motorised to make life even easier.

folding arm AWNING

Ideal for large spaces, the Folding Arm Awning can extend up to three metres, with the ability to then easily fold away. You can also angle the awning for optimum protection from the sun.
The Miami Sunshade creates shade whilst retaining the view. Sleek and elegant, their extremely high UV protection makes them ideal for verandas, pergolas or balustrades.

Available in acrylics, canvas and mesh, the Rio Automatic Sun Blinds can help stop the harsh sunlight from damaging floor coverings or furnishings inside your home.

Santa Fe Crank Drop Awnings are the outdoor blinds solution for patios and alfresco spaces where guides cannot be used. The simple crank mechanism, allows for easy operation.

Paris Cafe Awnings are a cost effective option for patios, verandas and alfresco areas. Made from clear PVC material, they can be operated with a simple rope and pulley system.
inspirational designs
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